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AUTUM N  
VOLUM E  

03 
Oct 2016  

Call for Articles or  
Views for the  
next issue of  
Newsletter 

While all articles are welcome, we would especially like to receive articles for the Feature 
Articles and Knowledge Sharing sections.  If you have written any inspiring articles or 
have read any interesting articles from other actuarial organisation(s), please feel free to 
let us know.  We will try to reprint the article(s) in our newsletter to share with our 
members.  For the above issues, please e-mail your articles or views to Simon Lam by 
email at slam@munichre.com or ASHK Office by email at actuaries@biznetvigator.com. 

Hong Kong Actuaries 

Actuarial Society of Hong Kong’s Newsletter 

  FEATURE ARTICLES: 

Embracing the Gold Mine of Big Data: 
Interview with Ashok Krishnan and  

Evan Cheung, AXA  
 

Big Data from Theory to Practice: 
Interview with Wilton Kee, Manulife  

 
It is Getting Big - The Trend of Big Data: 

Interview with Wilson Ho, SAS  
 

  KNOWLEDGE SHARING: 

Investment and Longevity Risk Pooling 
Benefit Design and Process  

 
  OTHERS: 

GRM Search: Insurance Salary Survey 2016 
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Dear Readers, 
 
With the gentle autumn breeze, here comes our next issue of the 
ASHK Newsletter! 
 
This issue features the theme of Big Data 
which has been a hot topic lately.  We are 
thankful to Ashok Krishnan and Evan 
Cheung from AXA China Region Insurance 
Company Limited, Wilton Kee from Manulife 
(International) Limited and Wilson Ho from 
SAS Institute Limited for sharing their views 
on this topic.  
 
To continue the discussion on Hong Kong’s 
retirement protection, an article by John Eng 
gives insights into the benefits of investment and longevity 
pooling.  His article captures how investment hedging can 
benefit the Hong Kong MPF retirees by improving the stability of 
their annual retirement income. 
 
Apart from these, the findings on insurance salary survey 2016 
contributed by Luke Hawkins from GRM Search are posted for 
members’ interest. 
 
You would have noticed that this year we have introduced a 
“Young Actuaries Scheme”.  Two recent programmes for this  
Scheme are “ASHK Actuarial Exam Study Group” and “Free Job 
Advertisement Service for University Students”.  We hope the 
Study Group programme can provide an on-going support to 
members in their exam journey.  Any members who are 
interested in joining the Study Group as students or tutors, 
please contact Sarah Hui of ASHK Office at 
sarahhui@actuaries.org.hk.  In addition, ASHK is offering  a free 
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advertisement service for actuarial employers to 
reach out to our pool of young actuarial talent.   Find 
out more details of this service on page 8 or contact 
Emily Lye of ASHK Office at 
emilylye@actuaries.org.hk.  Don’t miss out the 
chance to attend an upcoming Actuarial Career 
Round Table which will be jointly organised with 
Actuaries Institute Australia on 16 November 2016.  
The event aims to provide practical advice from a 
panel of senior actuaries on how to prepare for career 
advancement.   
 
We are also pleased to advise ASHK has moved to 
new office premises - 1803 Tower One, Lippo Centre 
with effect from 29 September 2016.  We will continue 
to facilitate communication among actuaries. 
 
Last but not least, may we extend our thanks to our 
Editorial Team Members and ASHK colleagues for 
their great effort in putting together this newsletter. 

Enjoy! 
 
Best Regards, 
Simon Lam 
Editor 

mailto:sarahhui@actuaries.org.hk
mailto:emilylye@actuaries.org.hk
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International (Asia) Committee  – Sam Yeung 

Updates from the Institute of Actuaries of India (IAI) 
 
- Reported by Mr. Devadeep Gupta, Member of the International (Asia) Committee 
  With special thanks to Dr. Rajesh Dalmia, IAI President  

About IAI: 
 
IAI is a statutory body established under the Actuaries Act 2006 for the 

regulation of the actuarial profession in India.  As a consequence of this, the 

erstwhile Actuarial Society of India (ASI), which had been established in 

September 1944, was dissolved.  Since 1979 the ASI / IAI has been a Full 

Member of International Actuarial Association and has been actively involved in 

its affairs. 
  
In 1989, the ASI started examinations up to Associate level, and in 1991, started 

conducting Fellowship level examination leading to professional qualification of 

an actuary.  Until then the accreditation had been based on the Institute of 

Actuaries, London examinations (now Institute and Faculty of Actuaries). 
 
IAI’s Objectives: 
1. To promote, uphold and develop the standards of professional education, 

training, knowledge, practice and conduct amongst actuaries; 
2. To promote the status of the actuarial profession; 
3. To regulate the practice by the Members of the actuarial profession; 
4. To promote, in the public interest, knowledge and research in all the matters relevant to Actuarial Science 

and its application; and  
5. To do all such things as may be incidental or conducive to the above objects or any of them.  
 
IAI’s Governance Structure: 
IAI is governed by the Actuaries Act 2006 and various rules published under the Act.  These are published 

by the government after they are passed by the parliament.  Currently, all the government functions are 

facilitated by Department of Financial Services under Ministry of Finance.  
  
Under the Act, IAI Council is the supreme body which can have at any time 9-12 elected members and 1-4 

nominated members.  The nominated members are to be nominated by the government of India.  The 

Council has created various Committees to carry out the IAI work.  Additionally, it has also created various 

advisory groups to carry out various functions affecting the members.  
 
Membership of the IAI: 
Currently, there are 330 Fellows, 159 Associates and 10,140 students. 

                              Volume 3 / 2016  -  Council Update  

▲ Dr. Rajesh Dalmia 
     IAI President 

In the past issues, we heard updates from actuarial bodies of the Philippines and Thailand in terms of their 

strategy and operations, market & regulatory trends and actuarial career opportunities in the two countries.  Here 

in this newly published newsletter Devadeep Gupta, member of the International (Asia)  Committee, will present 

you the latest happenings in India in an interview with Dr. Rajesh Dalmia, IAI President conducted in June 2016 . 
 

 International (Asia) Committee  – Sam Yeung 
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International (Asia) Committee  – Sam Yeung 

Updates from the Institute of Actuaries of India (IAI) - continued 

Which are the IAI's medium and long terms goals within the local market and beyond? 

To be a globally well recognised professional organisation developing enduring thought leadership in managing 

uncertainty of future financial outcomes.  
  
Medium Term: To educate/train risk professionals, to enhance and maintain a high professional standards, to 

engage with other professional/regulatory/government body  
 
Long Term: To shape public policy and awareness, to promote/build IAI as respected brand in risk management, to 

promote research to advance actuarial science and its applications in risk management 
 
What are the major recent involvements of the IAI in the insurance industry?  How has this changed over 

time?  
1. Introduction of peer review process for general/health insurance industry  
2. To introduce actuarial audit for life insurance companies  
3. Introduction of actuarial practice standards around asset share 
  
Over time, IAI has introduced various actuarial practice standards to cater to the ambiguities faced by actuaries 

working in these areas so that it helps all the stakeholders.  The number of such standards have increased with the 

time due to the evolving requirements of the industry along with evolving regulations.  
 
What are the latest developments of the insurance industry?  How do you see the future development and 

growth opportunities of the market?  What are the key challenges?  
The amendment to the Insurance Act has been the significant change during the recent years.  This has impacted 

the industry significantly and gives rise to modifications in more than 40 regulations issued by Insurance Regulatory 

and Development Authority including new ones.  
  
The market is growing quite well and continues to grow over next decade.  Key challenge would be 

around managing and running efficient and effective distribution channels.   
 
Are there any current hot topics for actuaries in India? Product trends, regulatory updates to come (RBC, 

etc.)? 
Regulator is planning to introduce RBC in India and that is a hot topic including IFRS which has been introduced.  

Industry would have to report IFRS numbers from financial year 2017-18 with IFRS 9 for assets and Phase 1 of 

IFRS 4 creating a mismatch in reporting of assets and liabilities.  
 
What are Indian Actuaries’ dominating practise areas? Life, Health, GI, consultancy etc.?  Have any recent 

changes in this split been observed, and are any new trends expected to emerge in terms of actuaries' area 

of specialisation? 
Pension consulting in terms of the number of fellows is the largest practice area from the beginning.  Next in line 

was life insurance.  However, general/health insurance has recently started picking up due to change in the 

regulations.  
 
From students perspective the largest employer has been the various knowledge process outsourcings in India.   

                              Volume 3 / 2016  -  Council Update  
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International (Asia) Committee  – Sam Yeung 

Updates from the Institute of Actuaries of India (IAI) - continued 
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How would you describe the career opportunities for actuaries within the local market (and also for those 

willing to relocate to India)?   
For qualified actuaries the Indian market is a hot place.  The salary levels are near global levels and at times 

higher than the global levels with the cost of living far lower than the global levels.   
 
How would you summarise the mutual recognition arrangements between IAI and any other international 

actuarial bodies?  How does this affect the mobility of actuaries from India to other markets (and from 

other markets into India)? 
We have mutual recognition agreements (MRAs) with Institute and Faculty of Actuaries, Actuaries Institute 
Australia and Casualty Actuarial Society.  Such agreements certainly help the professionals who are on the move 
to find a suitable job for their qualifications.  For example, I am aware of an Indian who returned from US with SOA 
qualification due to family reasons and is now finding it very difficult to practice given that we do not have any MRA 
with SOA.  

Do you have a homepage/other social media presence (other than the IAI website) for actuaries interested 

to keep up to date with your society and recent developments? 
We do have reserved our names and logos on various social media so that these are not misused.  However, we 
are not active on any of these.  By June 2017 we will be launching our app which would be a medium to keep in 
touch with the Institute other than the website.  

Do you think there are possible areas for potential collaboration with ASHK on functional or 
society / organisational topics? 
Yes.  We can certainly collaborate on CPD schemes where we can recognise each others CPD programs and also 
collaborate to host some such programs.  We can also create FAQs on our websites to help people moving from 
Hong Kong to India or vice-versa.  

Exposure Draft on Revised AGN 7 - Dynamic Solvency Testing 

 International (Asia) Committee  – Sam Yeung 

 Life Committee  – Sai-Cheong Foong and Jeremy Porter 

The ASHK Life Committee issued a member consultation on the exposure draft for AGN 7 on Dynamic Solvency 

Testing from 12 August to 23 September 2016.  The relevant exposure draft is available at the ASHK website: 

http://www.actuaries.org.hk/publications.php?id=14.   
 
The AGN 7 Working Group is preparing to respond to members’ views received.  Upon completion of the Due 
Process, the exposure draft will be finalised for the approval of the ASHK Professional Matters and Life 
Committees as well as the ASHK Council. 

Exposure Draft on Revised AGN 4 - Outstanding Claims Liabilities and Premium Liabilities for General 
Insurance Business 

 Non-Life Committee  – Queenie Hui 

To align the AGN 4 with the Guidance Note 9 on “Actuarial Review of Insurance Liabilities in respect of 

Employees’ Compensation and Motor Insurance Business” issued by the Office of the Commissioner of 

Insurance, the ASHK Non-Life Committee is consulting members’ views on the exposure draft.   
 
The deadline for responding to this consultation exercise is 19 October 2016.  The relevant exposure draft is 

available at the ASHK website: http://www.actuaries.org.hk/publications.php?id=14.   
 

http://www.actuaries.org.hk/publications.php?id=14
http://www.actuaries.org.hk/publications.php?id=14
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Organised by the ASHK, the Seminar on “Changes and Challenges in Group Employee Benefits and Pensions” was held on 14 September 
2016.  It recorded a good turnout with more than 70 participants.  We were honoured to have Ms. Stella Yiu, Head of the Investment 
Regulation Department in the Regulation and Policy Division of the Mandatory Provident Fund Schemes Authority (MPFA) to be the Keynote 
Speaker and seasoned panelists to address our audience.  

 

ASHK Pension & Employee Benefits Committee presents Seminar on: 
 

“CHANGES AND CHALLEN“CHANGES AND CHALLEN“CHANGES AND CHALLENGES IN GROUP EMPLOYEE BENEFITS AND PENSIONS”GES IN GROUP EMPLOYEE BENEFITS AND PENSIONS”GES IN GROUP EMPLOYEE BENEFITS AND PENSIONS”   

14 SEPTEMBER 2016 (W14 SEPTEMBER 2016 (W14 SEPTEMBER 2016 (WEDNESDAY)EDNESDAY)EDNESDAY) 

POST EVENT REPORTPOST EVENT REPORTPOST EVENT REPORT 

 

Poll Results  

During the Seminar, ASHK conducted interactive real-time polling with the participants.  Here are the survey results:  

▲ Q: What is your view on future 
medical inflation?  

▲ Q: How much approximately do you 
have your medical expenses 
reimbursed for a standard outpatient 
visit? 

▲ Q: What is the most important 
feature required to determine 
adequate retirement incomes?   

▲ Q: What factors are most 
important to determine appropriate 
investment solutions for retirees?   

▲ Q: Would you rather receive a 
lump sum on retirement or a monthly 
income?   

▲ Q: What is the most difficult factor 
in assessing how much you need for 
retirement?   

▲ Q: Is group medical a good 
business for insurers?  

 

Overview 

▲ Keynote Speaker: Ms. Stella Yiu,  Head of 
the Investment Regulation Department in the 
Regulation and Policy Division of the MPFA 

▲ The penalists had good interactions with the floor  

▲ Over 70 participants from pension providers, 
consultants and regulator  

A lump sum 

on 

retirement 

A monthly 

income 

Extended life 

span 

Inflation/

Increased cost of 

living 

Medical 

expenses 

Yes, it provides an income stream so 

I do not have to worry about 

spending too much too quickly 

No, I value liquidity to respond to 

any changes in my financial situation 

Not sure, I am not too familiar with 

this type of product 

 

Ignore them 

Educate them that the lower price 

may not be a good outcome 

 

Go to the cheapest provider 

 

Ask the broker to cut the commission 

 

Yes, this is very profitable 

Yes, this brings a good 

customer database for upselling  

Yes, this shares the company’s 

overhead costs 

 

No, absolutely not 

▲ Q: When the customer asks for a 
lower price, what can we do? 

▲ Q: What do you think about the 
prices of group medical benefits in 
Hong Kong generally? 

▲ Q: Would a public annuity scheme 
appeal to you?  
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The process of CPD audit for Calendar Year 2015 has been completed with 25 members randomly selected for 

this exercise.  Of them, two have been found to have failed to comply with the ASHK CPD requirements due to the 

shortfall of 1-hour CPD on Professionalism.  The ASHK Professional Matters Committee and Council resolved that 

the two members be requested to submit documentary proof of their compliance of the CPD requirements in the 

subsequent 2 years as a penalty for their non-compliance.  
 
The ASHK considers that compliance with the CPD requirements is vital to maintain the good standing of ASHK 

members.  Under the revised CPD By-Law (effective for calendar year 2016), all non-retired
1
 Fellow and 

Associate members of the ASHK are required to satisfy the CPD requirements.  Those members who joined 

the ASHK before 1 January 2016 should file the CPD declaration form to ASHK Office no later than 31 

December 2016.  
 
A copy of the revised CPD By-Law can be downloaded from the ASHK website at www.actuaries.org.hk 

(Professional Standard & Actuarial Guidance Notes > ASHK By-Laws). 
 
1 A member is considered retired in a calendar year if the member is aged over 65 and no longer working in full-time employment during that 

year. 

Professional Matters Committee - Peter Duran 

Results of CPD Random Audit for Calendar Year 2015 

13th 
ASHK 

ANNUAL 
DINNER 

HONORABLE GUEST SPEAKER:  

HON CHAN KIN-POR,  

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMEBER 

 

THE HONG KONG JOCKEY CLUB, HAPPY VALLEY CLUBHOUSE 
MONDAY, 7 NOVEMBER 2016 
6:00 PM COCKTAILS    7:00 PM DINNER     

http://www.actuaries.org.hk
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ASHK JOB ADVERTISEMENT SERVICE  
 FOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 

              
Recruitment Express Linking up  

                                      Employers with Young Actuarial Talent 

ASHK is always an ideal and direct channel for prospective employers to 
recruit actuaries.  We are one of the largest actuarial bodies in Asia consisting 
of over 1,000 members from actuarial students to fully qualified actuaries.  
 
As our student members represent the future of our profession, the ASHK 
Communications & Membership Committees have come up with initiatives to 
help bridge them to their potential employers whilst offering the employers 
an alternative option to reach out to the pool of young actuarial talent. 

FREE ADVERTISEMENT SERVICE is offered to employers on 

job openings to our student members.  These openings are restricted to 
undergraduates and/or fresh graduates with actuarial science background 
and less than one year of working experience.  The roles can be of 
permanent, contract or even internship nature.  The advertisements will be 
circulated to the membership through the regular ASHK e-circulars. 
 
This is a GREAT OPPORTUNITY to market your openings to attract top talent at NO COST.  

 

To advertise jobs or for enquiries, please contact Emily Lye of ASHK Office: 
Tel: (852) 2147 9420                Fax: (852) 2147 2497                Email: emilylye@actuaries.org.hk 

 

 

Note:  The advertisement details should be sent in WORD or PDF files for the approval of ASHK Council prior to circulation.   
Such details include the prospective company information, job title & duties, experience & qualifications desired for the 
position as well as a means of contact (tel, fax, email and/or postal address) and duration of keeping candidates’ record.  

mailto:emilylye@actuaries.org.hk
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ASHK ACTUARIAL EXAM STUDY GROUPS 
We’re Here to Help 

 

As part of the ASHK’s new initiative “Young Actuaries Scheme”, ASHK has organised study groups to help actuarial 

candidates  prepare for their actuarial exams.  Joining a study group is a great way to give and receive motivation 

and support from one another as you strive to pass the exams!  
 

In this pilot programme, we have received registrations (both TUTORS and STUDENTS) from ASHK members who 

will sit for the Fall 2016 (or Spring 2017) exams of the main actuarial bodies (Actuaries Institute Australia, Casualty 

Actuarial Society, Institute and Faculty of Actuaries, and Society of Actuaries).  We would like to invite more 

members to join!  This programme is FREE to ASHK members. 
 

 BE A STUDENT MEMBER!  
Students taking the same exam or similar exams will be assigned to a group.  You can organise study meetings 

according to the group’s agreed schedule.  There is no mandatory meeting or participation.  By knowing more 

students, you will have access to support from a group of peers as you prepare for the exams. 
 

 BE A TUTOR and SHARE YOUR SUCCESS!  
Members who have any passed actuarial exams are invited to join the study groups and share your experience 

of success to other members.  You can make friends here and help them through these challenges!  
 
Interested members can click the following link to register and join the ASHK Actuarial Exam Study Groups: 

http://goo.gl/forms/k86ACVpr2adqroTU2 
 
 

For enquiries, please contact Sarah Hui of ASHK Office:  
Tel: (852) 2147 9168                Fax: (852) 2147 2497                Email: sarahhui@actuaries.org.hk 

mailto:sarahhui@actuaries.org.hk
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Volume 3 / 2016  -  Feature Articles  

ASHK: From your perspective, has the Big Data framework been widely used in other countries?  If so, 
could you share overseas experience with us?  

 
AXA:  Usage of Big Data within the insurance space is increasing exponentially, particularly in the US and 

Europe. 
 
For us, Big Data is a key focus currently, where the primary area of activity is on customer retention and 
cross sell, up-sell based on in-force customer portfolio.  The second area of focus is from an efficiency 
perspective, such as fine-tuning claims analytics and hospital network management.  

 
The third block is an emerging area, which is to reward customers by studying their behaviour.  One Life 
and Health example is to differentiate between a policyholder running 10km every day and another 
policyholder just sitting in front of the computer.  An insurance company can probably reward customers 
based on their healthier lifestyle.  Another example is from the Property and Casualty side.  If one driver 
is driving 50,000 km a year compared with another who is only driving 2,000 km a year, should both of 
them pay the same premium, or should the driver that is driving less pay less premium?  
 
AXA Group has already implemented solutions to some interesting scenarios such as those mentioned 
above in some other countries.  AXA has embraced both Digital and Data in its strategy setting.  As a 
demonstration of AXA Group’s focus on Data, a Data Innovation Lab has recently been set-up in 
Singapore in addition to similar labs in the US and Europe. 
 
 

ASHK:  With the popularity of Big Data in different industries, what should the insurance industry do to 
keep up with the trend?  

 
AXA: The insurance industry should try to focus on delivering value for customers using Big Data.  For 

example, when there is a customer trying to surrender a policy, instead of studying the customer only, 
one should include his or her family members into the analysis as well.  It aims to not only manage 
business portfolio more effectively, but also to better understand customer behaviours.  For example, we 
could identify what factors actually attract customers, and what factors are more likely to make 
customers upset so that we can match customers with the best product, service options for them.  

 
 
 

 From left to right: 
Wilson Chan - Member, Communications Committee, The Actuarial Society of Hong Kong (ASHK) 
Evan Cheung - Head of Inforce Management, AXA China Region Insurance Company Limited, Hong Kong (AXA) 
Ashok Krishnan - Head of Strategy, Analytics & Research, AXA China Region Insurance Company Limited, Hong Kong (AXA) 
Simon Lam - Chairperson, Communications Committee, The Actuarial Society of Hong Kong (ASHK) 
Rachel Chu - Member, Communications Committee, The Actuarial Society of Hong Kong (ASHK) 
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AXA: Nowadays, we see an over emphasis on premium income in some cases.  Instead of being premium 
focused, a few players have switched to profitability focus.  Big Data analysis can certainly help 
make those strategically important decisions easier by making data more readily available and more 
insightful.  We could use customer perspective to predict the value generated by our customers 
holistically in order to retain and attract more customers by drawing upon the experience we learnt 
from those customers and integrating it into our operations.  

 
Predictive Modeling is an interesting Big Data technique which is used quite often to map out 
expected customer behaviour.  Simply speaking, we try to use the past to predict the future.  In the 
past, we did not have the technical capability to analyse so many different pieces of data.  Thanks to 
the current technology, we have finally got such capability to identify interesting data trends, outliers, 
etc. by using Big Data. 
 
Because of the volume, velocity and variety of data we are having now (heartbeat, messages on 
Social Media, Car Brake Efficiency, etc.), it would be easier for us to study better the potential 
patterns using a combination of a huge number of factors.  
 
The keys to building a successful predictive model are to (1) clearly define what is the business 
problem that we are trying to solve; (2) identify and gather data from different sources; (3) build an 
analytical model; (4) apply model output to business operations;  (5) track results of the model; and 
(6) use tracking results to further fine-tune and improve the model built.  A lot of internet, technology 
companies such as Amazon, Google, Alibaba, etc. use such models heavily.  For example, Amazon 
would automatically suggest other books that you may like to buy based on your past behavioural 
pattern.  
 
 

ASHK: What will be the challenges or trend of Big Data 
ahead for the insurance industry? 

 
AXA: Data collection and data quality are key concerns for 

Big Data implementation, as the data needed are 
mainly collected from agents or parties not too 
familiar with data parameters and data format.  
Other channels for collecting data may be through 
banks, brokers and social media.  Therefore, it is 
hard to have a consistent data format or standard to 
manage the data. 

 
Respecting customer data privacy and ensuring 
security of customer data is critical.  It is a key challenge due to the increasing level of cyber-crime 
such as hacking. 

 
 
ASHK: Do you foresee a higher demand for Big Data analysis?  How can actuaries equip themselves 

to catch up with this trend? 
 
AXA:  There is indeed a very high demand in the area of Big Data analysis.  Actuaries have strong skillsets 

and are well positioned to become Big Data analysts as long as they have a willingness to learn new 
Big Data tools, techniques which would nicely complement their actuarial skills and insurance 
industry expertise. 

 
While actuaries tend to be generally strong numerically, ability/willingness to learn some 
programming would be beneficial.  Most importantly, there is no substitute for a learning mindset and 
attitude to be able to make the transition from an Actuary to a Big Data analyst. 

 
 The best Big Data analysts are the ones who are able to blend Big Data techniques with insurance 

industry knowledge to create meaningful insights that can be applied to improve the customer 
experience and business performance.  This is achieved not just through learning hard 
programming, Big Data statistical techniques, etc., but also through effective communication and 
collaboration with different teams.  Actuaries who are able to achieve this mix stand to be an 
immense asset for any insurance company focused on Big Data. 
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ASHK:  From your perspective, has the Big Data framework been widely used in other countries?  If 
so, could you share overseas experience with us?  

 
Manulife:  Big Data has been widely used in different areas across different countries.  Companies like Google 

and Amazon are well-known examples.  No matter Google or Amazon, the use of Big Data is to 
uncover customers’ behaviours and market trends.  What are the next best products to buy?  What 
have the people like you also bought?  What goods and services may be of interest to you based on 
your buying pattern or profile provided?  The findings of Big Data analysis can come up with useful 
business information.  

 
Big Data is commonly applied in three areas: 

 
a) Customer 

Lifetime value model of Big Data can better comprehend the habits of customers and refine their 
buying profile.  The purchases of a customer in the future can be predicted.  The value contributed 
by a customer has changed from single purchase to lifetime.  Profitability is no longer measured 
only based on a single purchase – it should be assessed together with all the future business 
opportunities which can be generated from the same customer.  This explains why many 
companies have been putting more resources to enhance customer experience and retain 
customer loyalty. 

 
b) Supply Chain 

Taking telecommunication companies as an example, the lifespan of mobile and its spare part can 
be predicted.  It helps optimise inventory turnover.  As delivery time is required from raw materials 
to final product, better planning on the supply side is important.  Big Data helps companies make 
more informed decisions and improve customer satisfaction. 
 

 c) Workplace 
Big Data also has its value in workforce planning modeling and retaining employees.  Existing HR 
system contains large amounts of data on employees’ HR-related transactions, like login/logout 
time and annual leave pattern.  By analysing these data, companies can refine iteratively its 
workforce allocation plan based on prior projects’ experience.  Also, companies can manage 
employee retention more proactively by taking appropriate actions before an employee has 
decided to resign.  

 
 

 From left to right: 
Simon Lam - Chairperson, Communications Committee, The Actuarial Society of Hong Kong (ASHK) 
Wilton Kee - Vice President & Chief Product Officer, Hong Kong Individual Financial Products, Manulife (International) Limited 

(Manulife) 
Rachel Chu - Member, Communications Committee, The Actuarial Society of Hong Kong (ASHK) 
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ASHK:  With the popularity of Big Data in different industries, what should the insurance industry 
do to keep up with the trend?  

 
Manulife:  Currently, the application of Big Data is mainly focused on customer analytics.  It can be seen that 

customer team, no matter formed by permanent staff or consultant, is getting bigger and bigger.  
More data scientists are being recruited for customer research. 

 
 Traditionally, companies will simply look at the new business value to determine if a product is 

profitable.  With Big Data, customers’ needs at different life stages, like pregnancy and children 
education, will be considered.  Big Data analytic makes a quantitative focus on customers’ lifetime 
value become possible.  The value contribution from these customers to the company must be 
greater than those who will not repurchase. 

 
 Behavioural change of customers is another aspect considered by the industry.  Change of 

address is one of the typical examples.  Such change may manifest the change in customer’s 
profile like the change in career, salary or number of family members, etc.  If a general pattern 
could be mapped out, companies can provide corresponding insurance products/advice to 
customers based on their needs.  Pattern of buying behaviour can also be observed from data 
like change of beneficiary, change of policy owner or other policy related changes.  All of these 
data are readily available and the industry should make better use of them. 

 
 

ASHK:  As a pioneer of capturing Big Data into 
product launch, what will be your next step to 
further maximise the value of Big Data 
application? 

 
Manulife: Manulife is at the forefront of the insurance 

industry in Hong Kong to relate the premium 
discount with the number of steps customers 
take when walking or running.  As opposed to 
traditional underwriting which looks at a 
snapshot of customers’ health at the time of 
application, this innovative programme provides 
a transparent and simple method to determine 
the ongoing premium level based on individual 
customers’ activity level. 

 
  

This programme also serves as an on-going engagement with customers through regular advice 
and tips on staying healthy by providing customised recommendation with the use of Big Data.   

 
 It is not a static programme and will continue to be improved.  Several versions of the app have 

been released and we will keep enhancing it.  For example, we have introduced the badge 
achievement system, push notification and goal tracker to visualise the progress to the premium 
discount.  All of these aim to engage customers to keep doing exercise for their own well-being. 

 
 
ASHK: What will be the challenges or trend of Big Data ahead for the insurance industry? 

 
Manulife:  Privacy issue is one of the major challenges for Big Data.  Technology threatens privacy and 

reduces the amount of control over personal data.  Social media like WhatsApp and Facebook 
can access to and collect huge amounts of personal data unconsciously.  However, at the same 
time, public awareness on data protection has increased.  As a result, an assessment on public 
reaction  in terms of data collection before the launch of a particular Big Data initiative is 
important.  The rule-of-thumb test includes evaluating the consequence if the public find their 
personal data used for such purposes and the impact on company reputation. The privacy issue, 
similar to any sort of innovation, is not always as clear as black-and-white at this stage that needs 
to be navigated carefully.  

 
 The broad choice of predictive analytics model can be another challenge.  The analysis involves 

tons of data, area of testing and use of model can be very broad.  It always has to be 
compromised against how much time can be devoted.  Normally it starts from simple models 
which are easy to communicate with management and business related, such as the next best 
buy model.  
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Manulife:  Another threat is how to integrate the application of Big Data with different stakeholders within the 
company.  For instance, underwriting professionals apply Big Data to examine smoking status 
while claim experts apply it to mine out fraud cases.  But how these can be integrated together, 
for example how an actuary can incorporate these into their experience study and assumption 
setting, is worthy of consideration. 

 
 
ASHK:  Do you foresee a higher demand for Big Data analysis?  How can actuaries equip 

themselves to catch up with this trend? 
 

Manulife:  The answer is definitely yes. The demand for Big Data scientists is increasing.  Due to the 
advancement of computation power, the application of Big Data will become more and more 
popular.  The customer is the core focus of insurance companies.  To maintain a long term 
relationship between insurance companies and customers, customer analytics is thus important 
for the industry.  More resources must be in place in this area.  Currently, plenty of data scientists 
come from other professions/industries.  Actuaries may need to rethink how to capture the 
opportunities in the Big Data boom.  In fact, mathematical model used for Big Data analysis is not 
new to actuaries, and younger actuaries can always easily expand their areas of expertise so that 
data science can become part of their core competency, just like what we did ten years ago on 
risk management.  Although there is not much professional certification for Big Data scientists, 
some online courses and degree programs are available in this area. 

 
 For actuaries of more senior levels whose opportunity cost to take up new core competency can 

be high, it is actually not necessary to become an expert in data science.  Instead, it is actually 
more important to get a basic understanding of the core principles and theories of data science so 
that we are good enough to speak a common language with data scientists, just like what we 
have been doing with underwriters, claim adjudicators, accountants and programmers.  The rest 
is to collaborate with these data scientists and position ourselves as the communication bridge 
between these technical specialists and general management.  Communication skills and 
understanding of the business context of numbers and their inherent risks are always the core 
competency of actuaries, and this is where actuaries should play an active role to stay relevant to 
the industry. 
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ASHK: From your perspective, has the Big Data framework been widely used in other countries?  If so, 
could you share overseas experience with us?  

 
SAS:  Big Data is not a new business term in today’s data-driven world, it commonly refers to Volume, Velocity, 

Variety and Value.  Internet, social media and smartphone revolutionise the modern history – they not 
only just change the ways we are living and interacting with people but also generate an enormous 
amount of data ever since.  

 
 From SAS perspective, “Big Data Framework” means the technologies to handle or process “Big Data” 

by: 
 

a)  Information Management for Big Data: Manage data as a strategic, core asset, with ongoing 
process control for Big Data analytics. 

b) High-Performance Analytics for Big Data: Gain rapid insights from Big Data and the ability to 
solve increasingly complex problems by using more data. 

c) Flexible deployment options for Big Data: Data analytics software can be either cloud-based (e.g. 
software as a service a.k.a. SaaS), hosted in data centers, or installed on premises.  

 
We are happy to share below examples for your further reference. 

 
Example 1 - VISA: Financial institutes use In-Memory Analytics to detect frauds for its clients and make 
the right offers to card holders simultaneously: http://www.sas.com/en_us/customers/visa-analytics.html 

 
Example 2 - Lenovo: Lenovo uses analytics to rethink its redesign and understand customer preference 
through Analytics and Social Listening: http://www.sas.com/en_us/customers/lenovo.html 

 
Example 3 - Government: The application of Text and Visual Analytics in Hong Kong Efficiency Unit – 
1823: http://www.sas.com/en_us/customers/hong-kong-efficiency-unit-visual-analytics.html 

 
 

 From left to right: 
Sam Yeung - Chairperson, International (Asia) Committee, The Actuarial Society of Hong Kong (ASHK) 
Wilson Ho - General Manager, SAS Institute Limited (SAS) 
Simon Lam - Chairperson, Communications Committee, The Actuarial Society of Hong Kong (ASHK) 
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ASHK:  With the popularity of Big Data in different industries, what should the insurance industry do 
to keep up with the trend?  

 
SAS: Data has always played a critical role in insurance.  The insurance business is built on analysing 

data to understand and evaluate risk.  If an insurer wants more business value from Big Data, and 
analytics is an important route to value.  Few key areas that we see our insurance clients to make 
use of analytics for insurance business:  

 
 a) Fraud Detection: Fraudulent activities are on the rise.  Unfortunately, if the fraudulent behaviour 

is not discovered quickly, it may never be detected.  High-performance analytics enables us to 
analyse data within our organisations to detect unusual behaviour.  We can also use analytics to look 
at external data, such as social media, to increase the likelihood of detecting fraudulent activities 
prior to a claim being settled (e.g. patient-doctor for medical fraud or car-repair shop for motor fraud). 

 
 b) Telematics: As usage-based insurance becomes more widely available, data visualisation 

software will let us visually explore billions of records or journey points and seek correlation on data 
sets to develop predictive models for accurately determining risk factors for pricing and claims.  For 
example, insurers are beginning to see a direct correlation between loss experience and driving 
behaviour – particularly braking habits. 

 
 c) Product Pricing: Today, actuarial departments are using advanced analytics like generalised 

linear modeling on the growing volumes of available data to enable more frequent variable 
exploration for finding subtle and non-intuitive relationships that can influence product pricing.  
 
 

ASHK: What will be the challenges or trend of Big Data ahead for the insurance industry? 
 

SAS: I would like to summarise the key issues as follows: 
 
 a) Unstructured Data: The insurance industry has always been heavily paper based industry.  

Whether it is adjuster notes, police reports, medical records, online transaction/inquiries and 
underwriter information.  With new technologies like text mining and sentimental analytics, insurers 
are beginning to gain useful information from this previously inaccessible data (e.g. CRM records). 

 
 b) External Data: In the past, insurance companies focused on their own internal data.  The data 

was created and stored in their transactional systems like policy administration, claims management, 
billing and agency portals.  Today, insurance companies are supplementing the data with external 
third party data, whether it be credit scoring, government demographic data even geo-spatial data 
like weather information and Google maps.  For example, social network listening to help optimise 
advertising budget allocation. 

 
 c) New Data: This is data that previously was not even imagined 10 years ago.  Social media data, 

telematics data – information from in-car data recorders to monitor driving behaviour and the now the 
potential from the Internet of Things. 

 
 
ASHK: Do you foresee a higher demand for Big Data analysis?  How can actuaries equip themselves 

to catch up with this trend? 
 
SAS:  Yes, we observe the market has an increasingly high demand for individuals who possess Big Data 

analytics skills in various industries.  
 
 With data analytics tools becoming more easy-to-use, actuaries are encouraged to use advanced 

analytics for risk calculation and forecasting, especially there are many complicated variable factors 
and the types of data as mentioned above that should be considered for insurance products 
development.  However, it is important to strike the right balance between machine-learning and 
privacy data protection.  The key is to have the properly defined business objective, so that the right 
information can be collected at the right time to develop the right insight.  Notice that information may 
concern more than a particular individual and can be further analysed depending whether it’s factual 
(objective) or sentimental (subjective) etc. 

 
 Besides, there are Big Data training programmes available at SAS such as SAS® Global 

Certification Program and SAS ® Academy for Data Science for individuals who are interested in 
pursuing professional credentials in Big Data, advanced analytics and data science. 
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The Actuarial Society of Hong Kong Presents 
 

International Financial  

Reporting Standards  

for Insurers 

 

“Insurance Contract Accounting: 
Forthcoming IASB Insurance Contract Standard 
and FASB Targeted Changes”: 
 

Previously brought to you by the Society of Actuaries International 
and Financial Reporting Sections, the Actuarial Society of Hong Kong is 
now proud to present this IFRS Seminar to actuaries in Asia.  This seminar is 
specially designed for international actuaries who are responsible for financial 
reporting in compliance with the International Financial Reporting Standards 
(IFRS) as well as actuaries that need to be updated on US GAAP. The seminar will 
focus on the July 2013 Exposure Draft (ED), including comment letters received 
and anticipated changes from the ED as a result of the IASB’s re-deliberation 
process. The final standard is anticipated to be released in late 2016 so now is 
the time to learn what the implications may be. The seminar is composed of 
both lectures and workshops where participants can apply principles 
learned to practical examples. Attendees will come away with a 
deeper insight into advanced methods, current thinking and 
alternative approaches to financial reporting. 

1-2 December 2016 
 

               InterContinental Grand Stanford 

                                                  Hong Kong  
 

To register or for details, please visit the ASHK website:  
http://www.actuaries.org.hk/news_onlinereg.php?id=370  

http://www.actuaries.org.hk/news_onlinereg.php?id=370
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13 January 2017  

Conrad Hong Kong 

GET  
the  EDGE 

ASHK  

ASIA CONFERENCE 

 

STAY TUNED 
FOR MORE DETAILS 
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John G. Eng 
FSA, EA 
Retired Actuary  
actbenefit@outlook.com 

Defined contribution (DC) plans or systems are characterised by each participant having  an account based 
on the accumulation of contributions and investment returns (i.e. income/gains/losses).  A participant's 
retirement income is dependent on the account balance.  This is different from the defined benefit (DB) 
plans or systems where each participant receives a fixed annual income over the retirement life time and 
may receive cost-of-living adjustments.  Some DC plans and systems have been in existence for many 
years (i.e. US 401(k) plans over 30 years and Singapore CPF/Malaysia EPF over 50 years).  These plans/
systems are seeing increasing number of participants retiring. 
 
Generally, retirees need low cost diversified investments  
to grow the retirement account, stable income for living  
expenses and retirement income to last a life time. 
 
They also face the risk of investment volatility, 
longevity (depleting account balance before 
demise), inflation, cognitive ability to make 
decision with ageing, receiving expensive, 
biased, unsuitable, etc. advice and mistake in 
selecting method/ strategy to generate 
retirement income. 
 
Investment and longevity risk pooling can 
address some of the needs and risks of the 
retired participants as a group, instead on an 
individual basis. 

The potential benefits of investment pooling are: 

 Better investment returns for most participants with 
professional advisors 

 Lower investment expense with large pool of assets 
 Greater diversified investment choices and better volatility management processes 
 Higher probability of growing the account balance and receiving a larger retirement income 
 
Since many retirees tend to invest very conservatively in bank savings accounts/certificates and other fixed 
income investments, a 1% higher annual return would generate 11% larger retirement income. 
 
Longevity pooling uses the life expectancy of a group to reduce the chances of a participant depleting his or 
her retirement funds before demise.  Without longevity pooling, a participant may need to plan 
conservatively for 25 or more years of retirement, as a person's life span cannot be accurately predicted.  
Using the U.S. IRS 2015 Applicable Mortality Table, at age 65, longevity pooling can lower the amount of 
retirement funds needed for a given planned level of annual retirement income.  On the flip side, a given 
amount of retirement funds can generate 17% higher annual income with longevity pooling. 
 
The combined effect of a 1% higher annual investment return and longevity pooling can be a 28% larger 
annual retirement income. 
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DC Plans/Systems Risk Pooling Overview 
 
Investment and longevity risk pooling for a DC retirement plan/system involves the development of a group 
variable annuity plan for the retired participants.  Upon retirement, the account balance of each participant 
would be converted into a life annuity with the subsequent annual benefit adjusted to reflect the investment, 
mortality and expense experience. 
 
The process of converting a participant's account balance into a lifetime benefit and the annual experience 
adjustment will strongly impact the annual benefit received throughout the retirement years.  In order to 
build a sustainable risk pool with equity among the participants, the key objectives of the benefit conversion 
and annual experience adjustment process are: 

 the conversion and adjustment process should be equitable for current and future retirees 
 the standard and optional form of benefit payments should be acceptable to the participants 
 a balance between benefit level and stability 
 the process is integrated with the risk pool's investment allocation and performance 
 an annual experience adjustment smoothing process that minimises negative adjustments 
 the process ensures the solvency of the risk pool 
 
 
Risk Pool Design 
 
In a DC retirement plan or system, the investment and longevity risk pooling process applies only to the 
retired participants.  Participation in the risk pool is automatic at age 65 or another specified age with the 
option to begin at an earlier age or defer to a later age.  A retiree can elect not to participate in the risk pool. 
Early risk pool participation would accommodate the disabled, those desired to retire early, etc.  Deferring 
retirement, to the maximum age 70 or 75, allows those participants with a small account balance to 
continue making contributions and investments to grow the account value for a larger retirement income.   
Participants can also elect to participate in the risk pool with a portion of their account balance subjected to 
a minimum percentage or amount. 

The election to opt-out or defer participation can create a risk selection by the poor health participants to 
stay out as they may not survive long enough to receive the total benefit equal to their account balance.  
However, a standard form of annual benefit payment that guaranteed 15 years of payments to the 
participant and beneficiary (or full cash refund to beneficiary) may alleviate their concerns.  The key is to 
communicate to all the participants that they can benefit from the professional investment management for 
better returns from the risk pool and have guaranteed payment protection. 
 
 
Equity Among Current and Future Participants 
 
To minimise the tontine effect that the long surviving participants would capture or bear the accumulated 
experience, the discount rate and mortality assumption used to convert the account balance into an annual 
benefit should each represent the best estimate of future experience and not generate a consistent pattern 
of gains or losses.  Also the annual benefit experience adjustment process should fully assign each year's 
gain or loss among the current participants.  When a new participant joins the risk pool, he or she will share 
only the future gains and losses after participation. 
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Annual Benefit and Form of Payments 
 
When a participant retires and joins the risk pool, the account balance is converted into an annual 
retirement benefit payable monthly.  The standard form of benefit payments should take into account the 
concerns and needs of the retirees. 
 
The risk pool can offer a standard form of benefit payments with 15 years of guaranteed payments and 
continual payments based on survival (or full cash refund to a beneficiary).  This standard form of benefit 
payments would be used to convert the account balance into an annual benefit at retirement.  However, a 
participant can elect other forms of benefit payments, life annuity, joint and survivor annuity with payments 
over the retiree and a beneficiary's lifetime, etc. 
 
For retirees with a small account balance and who desire a larger annual benefit, they may prefer a life 
annuity, as the fifteen year certain and life annuity would produce a smaller annual benefit. 
 
The selection of the discount rate and mortality assumption to develop the actuarial conversion factors 
should be carefully considered, as these assumptions affect the initial annual benefit and future benefit 
adjustments from gains and losses. 
 
The discount rate should reflect the risk pool's asset investment allocations and the expected long-term 
average annual return achievable with a high degree of confidence.  The mortality assumption should be 
based on the most current experience with the projection of mortality improvements.  These assumptions 
should generate a realistic level of annual benefit with a low probability of frequent negative benefit 
adjustments. 
 
 
Discount Rate Determination 
 
The discount rate determination process involves the rigorous testing of the expected rate of return of 
suitable asset allocations/ investment policies to meet future benefit payments and liabilities, under various 
economic, inflation, interest rates, financial market, etc. scenarios, using 20 to 30-year stochastic 
projections.  Each discount rate is analysed on the match of  the projected  investment cash flows with the 
expected annual benefit payments and the projected asset value over the liability of future benefit 
payments throughout the projection period.  Then the discount rates are ranked based on the degree of the 
cash flow/ benefit payment match and asset value over liability to develop confidence intervals.  The 
preliminary discount rates at the 95% (can be lower) confidence interval would be used in the stochastic 
asset liability projections for further analysis along with the annual benefit adjustment smoothing process. 
 
Suitable and cost effective investment hedging can be evaluated with the discount rate determination.  If 
hedging can reduce the volatility without materially lowering the investment returns, the stability of the 
annual benefit payments would be improved.  The most common hedging strategy employed by US 
variable annuity insurers is the use of volatility target funds for equity investments.

1 

 
 
Annual Benefit Experience Adjustment Smoothing Process 
 
The annual investment experience is generally more volatile than the mortality and administrative expense 
experience.  To minimise the negative adjustments, the annual benefit experience adjustment method 
would require a smoothing process. 
 
One way to develop an experience smoothing process is to set aside a portion, determined systematically 
using the current best practice of asset liability management methodology, of a participant's account 
balance to minimise (or smooth out) the negative adjustments.  This portion of the account balance is 
called the benefit adjustment smoothing account (BASA), and it would not be used for the initial annual 
benefit conversion at retirement. If suitable cost effective investment hedging strategies can be used, then 
BASA would be reduced, allowing a larger portion of  the account balance for benefit payments. 
 
BASA helps stabilise the annual benefit payments while the participant is alive and is payable as a lump 

sum benefit to the beneficiary after his or her demise. 
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Reference: 
1 Society of Actuaries The Actuary Magazine 2016 February/March issue.  
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BASA Determination 
 
BASA is determined by using the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) Principle-Based 
Reserve (PBR) framework, updated 2014, for variable annuities.  The minimum reserve and requirements 
are specified in the NAIC Valuation Manual (VM)-21.  There are two parts to the VM-21 PBR, the liability of 
future benefit payments and the future risk exposure of the deficits of projected liability over projected asset 
value.  BASA is the present value of the future deficits, as defined in VM-21 under various economic and 
financial market scenarios using stochastic projections. 
 
The asset projection inputs will require actuaries and investment/ finance professionals to develop the fixed 
income yield curves, investment returns and correlation matrix of asset classes, economic/financial 
scenarios, etc. 
 
 
VM-21 Framework Modified for DC Plans/Systems 
 
VM-21 requires the calculation of the Conditional Tail Expectation Amount, which is the numerical average 
of the 10% (or 20%) largest values of the Scenario Greatest Present Values.  For each scenario, the 
Scenario Greatest Present Value, at the projection start date, is the sum of 1. plus 2.: 
 
1. The greatest present value, at the projection start date, of the excess of the projected liability over           

projected asset value at the end of each projection year 
2. The total benefit account balance of all the participants at the start of the stochastic projection 
 
If the Conditional Tail Expectation Amount is based on the numerical average of the 10% largest values, it 
is designated as CTE(90), similarly CTE(80) is based on the average of the 20% largest values. 
 
At the initial establishment of the risk pool, the VM-21 stochastic projections are repeated using discount 

rates between the 90% to 100% confidence interval to analyse the reserve required, initial BASA and 

subsequent adjustments.  It is expected that the discount rate at the 90% confidence interval would have a 

larger BASA than the discount rate at the 95% confidence interval.  A higher discount rate would convert an 

account balance into a larger annual benefit than a lower discount rate and more likely to experience 

investment loses, thus requiring a larger BASA. 
 
 
Initial Conversion of Account Balance into Annual Benefit 
 
For the purpose of illustrating the risk pooling process, VM-21 CTE(90) is used.  The initial year t =1 BASA 

is determined using the VM-21 reserve for the risk pool operation and the chosen discount rate: 
 

1. Ben0 = Initial account balance at t = 0 for each participant 
                       Actuarial factor 
 
2. VM-21 CTE(90) is determined with Ben0 and the total account balance of all the participants 
 
2. Each participant's benefit payable in year 1 is: 
 

Ben1 =  Ben0 x                   TAB0                        at t = 0 
                            VM-21 CTE(90) using Ben0 

 
Note: TAB0 = total initial account balance of all the participants at t = 0 

 
4. Each participant's benefit account balance (BAB1) is: 
 

BAB1 = Present value of Ben1  at t = 0 
 

5. For each participant, BASA1 = Initial account balance - BAB1 at t = 0 
 

The year 1 BASA and the BAB will be tracked separately to reflect the gain/ loss experience of the year. 
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For the retirees and beneficiaries, who die during the year and the risk pool has no obligation to pay future 

benefits, their BASA would be paid to the named beneficiary or estate.  Also, their BAB would be allocated 

to the remaining participants at the end of the year, in proportion to each remaining participant's BAB to the 

total BAB of all the remaining participants. 
 
 
Annual Benefit Adjustment Process 
 
At the end of the year t, BASA will be determined based on the VM-21 stochastic projections using the 

information below: 
 

1. The retired participant population including beneficiaries who will receive benefits, at year-end t 
2. The discount rate and each participant's year t annual benefit (Bent) 
3. The total of the BABt for all the participants at year-end t 
4. The total BASAt for all the participants at year-end t 
 

At year-end t, the total account balance (TABt), which is BABt +BASAt above of all the remaining 

participants/ beneficiaries, is compared to the VM-21 CTE(90) calculated with Bent and BABt. 
 
I. If TABt - VM-21 CTE(90) is positive, the following considerations should be evaluated: 
 

1. If the positive difference is large, should part of the difference be deferred (i.e. the amount above 

the cost of living benefit adjustment would be spread over the current and next 1 to 2 years) 
2. Manage the positive benefit adjustment expectation of the retired participants 

 
Each participant's benefit payable for year t+1 is determined as follow: 
 
 Bent+1 = Bent  x   TABt at year-end t - Deferred gain 

                            VM-21 CTE(90) using Bent at year-end t                
 
BABt+1 = Present value of Bent+1 at year-end t 
 

Each participant's BASAt+1 at the beginning of year t+1 is determined as follow: 
 
         BASAt+1 = BABt +BASAt  - Present value of Bent+1, all items at year-end t 
 
The annual benefit of a new retiree, retiring during year t+1, is determined as follow: 
 

BABt+1 =   ∑Present value of Bent+1 at year-end t           x new retiree's account balance 
                VM-21 CTE(90) using Bent+1at year-end t 
 
Bent+1 =  BABt+1 of new retiree  at participation in year t+1 
                    Actuarial Factor 
 
BASAt+1 = New retiree's account balance - Present value of Bent+1 at participation in year t+1 

 
II. If TABt - VM-21 CTE(90) is negative, the following options should be examined. 

1. Determine the VM-21reserve at CTE(85), CTE(80)...etc. using Bent and BABt at year-end t 
2. If the TABt of all the participants at year-end t is equivalent to a VM-21 CTE(k) between CTE(80) 

and CTE(90), should the annual benefit stays the same? If yes, the benefit payable for year t+1 is: 
 
Bent+1 = Bent, and 
BABt+1 = Present value of Bent+1 at year-end t 
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Each participant's BASAt+1 at the beginning of year t+1 is determined as follow: 

          BASAt+1 = BABt +BASAt  - Present value of Bent+1 at year-end t    

The annual benefit of a year t+1 new retiree is determined as follow: 

BABt+1 =   ∑Present value of Bent+1 at year-end t             x new retiree's account balance 
                VM-21 CTE(k) using Bent+1 at year-end t 
 
Bent+1 = BABt+1 of new retiree   at participation in year t+1 
                  Actuarial Factor 
 
BASAt+1 = New retiree's account balance - Present value of Bent+1 at participation in year t+1 

 
3. If the TABt of all the participants at the end of year t is equivalent to a VM-21 CTE(k) below CTE

(80) using Bent and BABt, the annual benefit payable for year t+1 would be adjusted to: 
 

Bent+1 = Bent  x     TABt         all at year-end t using Bent 
                          VM-21 CTE(80) 
 
BABt+1 = Present value of Bent+1 at year-end t 
 
BASAt+1  =  BABt +BASAt  - Present value of Bent+1 at year-end t 

 
The annual benefit of a year t+1new retiree is determined as follow: 
 

BABt+1 =  ∑Present value of Bent+1 at year-end t           x new retiree's account balance           
               VM-21 CTE(k) using Bent+1 at year-end t 
 
Bent+1 =  BABt+1 of new retiree   at participation in year t+1 
                  Actuarial Factor 
 
BABt+1 = New retiree's account balance - Present value of Bent+1 at participation in year t+1 

 
The above Ben, BAB and BASA calculations are repeated at each year-end. 

 
Annual Actuarial Gain and Loss Analysis 
 
The foundation of the risk pooling process is built on the discount rate, mortality table and expense 

assumption used to convert the account balance to an annual benefit.  Therefore, it is important to monitor 

the appropriateness of these assumptions by completing an annual actuarial gain and loss analysis.  Over 

time, the annual gain and loss analysis will provide a picture whether there is a consistent pattern of gains 

or losses to develop the adjustments for these assumptions. 

Since only the benefit account balance (BAB) is used to convert into an annual benefit at retirement, the 

focus of the gain and loss analysis would be on BAB.  The formulas used the for the gain and loss 

calculations are from the Wintech ProVal Exposition of Gain and Loss Analysis
2
. 

 
Note: For the full version of the article, please contact John Eng at actbenefit@outlook.com. 
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Reference: 
2  Wintech ProVal Exposition of Gain and Loss Analysis.  
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Excellent  
all-round event: 

CPD, networking, 
relevant issues 
... it has it all!

The conference 
is a great way 

to broaden your 
professional 

horizons both in 
the knowledge 

gained and  
people met

Can’t fault the 
event, exceeded 
expectations on 

every aspect. 
Speakers line-up 

was especially 
impressive

Great opportunity 
to hear from 
industry and 

thought leaders, as 
well as to network 

with actuaries from 
all over the world

Great event for 
learning and 

development, 
I would highly 

recommend the 
conference to 

others

www.actuaries.org.uk    www.actuaries.org.cn

The IFoA Asia Conference 2017
11-12 May 2017, Hong Kong

2016 Conference delegate testimonials:

Rate the 2016 Conference: Was the conference a good investment: 

7% Finance and InvestmentPensions 1%

Excellent! Good Satisfactory

38% 50% 12%

Excellent! Good Satisfactory

40% 54% 6%

The best 
conference I have 
been to in KL for 

20 years!

2016 Conference attendees by practice area: 2016 Conference attendees by employer:

Life 51%

4% Health and Care

7% Risk Management

General  
Insurance 
30%

16% Consultant

6% RegulatorOthers 2%

12%  Reinsurer

6% Association

6% Academic

Insurer 52%

View the feedback from over 370 delegates at the 2016 conference in Kuala Lumpur.



 
 

 About Darwin Rhodes  

Darwin Rhodes is an award winning specialist recruitment firm specialises in providing a premium selection service to the upper 
echelons of the insurance business world. We were founded in London in 1996 and Darwin Rhodes Hong Kong was established in 
2001. We represent the longest established insurance recruitment company in HK. 
 
With in-depth knowledge across many insurance disciplines, we have successfully assisted a wide demographic of actuaries, from C-
suite to actuarial associate level, to secure their next career opportunities. Our consultants possess working experience and a 
network covering Asia, Australasian, South Africa and the UK and aim to uphold the highest level of confidentiality and 
professionalism. We look forward to partnering with you on your career journey.  
  
 

Most Recent Opportunities 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
We look forward to speaking to you! 
 

                                                                       
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Address: Unit A & B, 15/F, Entertainment Building, 30 Queen’s Road Central. HK. Darwin Rhodes is a Dryden Human Capital 
Company. Registered in Hong Kong, Company #749980     Tel: +852 3101 0930      Website: www.darwinrhodes.com 

  

Daniel Lee 
Senior Consultant 
+852 3101-0476 

dan.lee@darwinrhodes.com.hk
hkhk 

 

Mable Kwong 
Consultant 

+852 3101-0499 
m.kwong@darwinrhodes.com.hk 

 

Kazu Sun 
Senior Consultant 
+852 3101-0486 

k.sun@darwinrhodes.com.hk 
 

Elwin Wang 
Consultant 

+852 3101-0461 
e.wang@darwinrhodes.com.hk 

 

An award-winning Global Fortune 500 

insurer is hiring a Regional Valuation 

Actuary 

 7+ years of Actuarial experience, 

familiarity in IFRS & EV standards 

 An internal consultant position to 

address issues, provide supports for 

countries and ensuring that best 

practice is adopted within APAC 

 Keen on technical Actuaries who are 

energetic, driven, motivated, stable 

with solid presentation & stakeholder 

management skills 

 

Risk and Capital Management 

Opportunities: 

 

 Openings in the growing area of risk 

management – modeling and analytics 

as well as risk framework 

implementation; 

 Understanding of risk based capital 

standards and previous regional 

experience preferred; 

 Suit actuaries seeking opportunities in 

non-traditional areas.  

 

 

Keen to speak with Pricing/Product Actuary 

in the market to help my client  

 

 Lead a team to play a key role in 

pricing and product implementation. 

 Work closely with marketing in 

designing various types of product for 

different distribution channels. 

 Provide cost and benefits analysis, 

evaluate various business initiatives.  

 Manage various ad-hoc projects on 

pricing/product side.  

 

http://www.darwinrhodes.com/
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Asia is a patch work of numerous Insurance markets each with their own regulatory pressures and market 
considerations.  These range from the highly developed, through to the truly nascent. 
 
Broadly speaking penetration rates are still low in Asia and there is still strong projected growth for at-least a 
further decade. 
 
Specific skills such as Compliance, Operational Change, Digital, Product Development and Risk have been in 
high demand which has been reflected in these specialists earning potential. 
 
 
How has the Insurance job market been in Hong Kong during 2015-16?  
 
In the past year Life Insurer’s regional offices have continued to expand rapidly.  This is in response to the 
higher level of importance and scrutiny that their Asia businesses are gaining.  This has not led to droves of new 
hires, but has created new highly specialised hires into areas such as Risk, Operational Change, Compliance, 
Digital Distribution and Product Strategy/Distribution. 
 
2015 saw the introduction of new Agency disclosure rules which heavily affected a number of Life Companies 
sales teams’ performances.  This did not have a direct tangible impact on the need for all support staff in BAU 
functions so the loss of revenue did not directly create job losses. 
 
In contrast the P&C market has been hampered by the continued restructure of some of the largest players in 
the market, leading to uncertainty and a number of highly skilled and experienced individuals seeking 
employment. 
 
So far in 2016 there has been the traditional demand for recently Qualified Actuaries for both Local and 
Regional Life Companies.  Reinsurers have continued to hire Client Relationship focused individuals while 
Consulting firms seek Prophet Modellers and other Valuations professionals to help their clients meet changing 
regulatory requirements. 
 
 
How has the Insurance job market been in China during 2015-16?  
 
Continued rapid expansion, mainly by local players. C-ROSS has led to a massive demand for Risk 
professionals, especially due to the regulatory requirement for a defined CRO for each business.  The heavy 
interest in overseas M&As has created a strong demand for advisory services and the growth of internal teams. 

Luke Hawkins 
Director, Head of Insurance 
GRM Search 
l.hawkins@grmsearch.com  

GRM Search:  

Insurance Salary Survey 2016 
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Very briefly, how has the broader Insurance job market in Asia been during 2015-16?  
 
In Indonesia, market pressures and regulatory changes have weakened the previously very strong growth of this 
market.  A number of changes in senior leadership within various Insurance businesses have led to some 
turbulence.  This has created restructuring and the need for external hires in Risk, Finance and Operations. 
 
Japan has been the engine room for a number of multinationals and their presence in Asia.  As a saturated 
market without major regulatory changes that requires significant additional expertise, there hasn’t been a surge 
in demand in the last year. 
 
Malaysia has seen continued double digit growth in new business APE Group Life sales, while Individual Life 
and P&C sales have been weaker.  This is a sustainable level of growth which has not led to a high demand for 
new hires. 
 
In Singapore Zurich Life closed its doors to new business creating a wave of job-seekers.  Manulife’s new 
arrangement with DBS created a vast number of new hires and has realigned itself to better serve that 
bancassurance relationship. 
 
Taiwan has continued to be a flat market with limited prospects for growth.  A number of Insurance professionals 
have moved away from this market to locations with higher potential for expansion. 
 
Thailand and Vietnam are both markets that have continued to grow strongly in the last year, with a strong focus 
on local talent being promoted up through the ranks. 
 
 
Looking at the hires over the past year, how has the market evolved? 
 
A number of Insurers have responded to market conditions by seeking ways to optimise their performance.  
This has led to a renewed focus on Product Development, Distribution Strategies and the ways in which 
Insurance Companies invest their funds. 
 
 
Tell us about the salary and bonus patterns in Asia? 
 
ALM and Investment professional’s compensation remains geared towards bonuses, with the majority of 
respondents expecting 25%+.  Product, Risk, Finance and Valuations were mainly in the 10-20% range. 
 
3-8 % was the average increase in earnings for those that did not receive a specific promotion.  8-12% was the 
average increase in earnings for those that did receive a promotion. 
 
Unsurprisingly people within Consulting and Reinsurance found their performance targets most challenging, but 
also were most heavily incentivised to reach those goals. 
 
 
Would you say that the Hong Kong market is still attractive as it was back in 2013/2014? 
 
Definitely, although Cantonese or Mandarin is becoming a more strongly enforced criteria for many of our 
clients. 
 
Depending on your skill-set, there is a continued demand for niche areas of expertise related to the Regulator, 
the advancement/improvement of Products, the improvement of Distribution or M&A. 
 
With Hong Kong’s low tax rates and high potential growth in careers, we have found that more and more 
returnees are looking to apply the skills they have gained in Europe and North America.  
 
 
What are the projections for 2016 for the Insurance job market across Asia? 
 
As regulations become more advanced across Asia, the demand for specialists from outside of Asia will 
continue to increase.  Areas such as Data Analytics and Digital Distribution will look to take best practice from 
the Retail Banking space.  The creation of the IIA will create further demand on a limited market, pushing up 
packages and providing people with a further potential avenue for their long term career. 
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Will salaries rise? 
 
Salaries will definitely be on the rise in 2016, with firms that are doing well.  Within those that are not the salaries 
are likely to remain at the same level. 
 
 
What will bonuses be like? 
 
This will depend heavily on sector and the level of guaranteed earnings.  Areas that have a more easily 
quantifiable impact on the success of the business will be able to gain the lion’s share of the bonus pool. 
 
 
Conclusive comments 
 
It has been great to see such a high level of participation in our Salary Survey from contacts across the world. 
There will be a continued demand for Insurance professionals in Asia for many years to come.  Within this 
sector there will however be clear winners who have positioned themselves with niche skills that are in high 
demand. 
 
 
Hong Kong Salary Guide (in USD) 

 
If you are entitled to a bonus, how do you feel about the performance requirements? 
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Core Specialism/ 
Title 

Analyst Assistant 
Manager 

Manager Senior 
Manager 

Director Department 
Head 

Function  
Head  
(e.g. CFO/ 
CRO) 

ALM/Investment 40K – 60K 60K – 90K 90K – 100K 150K –160K 130K-140K 130K – 200K 230K + 

Marketing/
Distribution 

30K – 50K 40K – 70K 60K – 80K 80K – 100K 100K-130K 130K – 150K 200K + 

Finance 40K – 50K 80K – 104K 110K –130K 130K –150K 130K -180K 180K – 200K 200K + 

Product 
Development 

40K – 70K 70K – 80K 100K –110K 120K –130K 150K -160K 160K – 280K 290K – 300K 

Risk 40K – 50K 70K – 80K 90K – 100K 120K –130K 130K -160K 180K – 200K 200K + 

Strategy/M&A 40K – 50K 60K – 80K 90K – 140K 140K– 160K 160K-220K 190K – 200K 250K – 260K 

Valuation 40K – 50K 60K – 70K 80K – 100K 110K -120K 120K -140K 140K – 200K 290K – 300K 
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What percentage bonus payment did you get earlier this year? 

 
 
 
How much was your salary increment? 
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Kelly Services, Inc., a Fortune 500 and global leader in workforce solutions,  generated some 
US$5,500,000,000 revenue in 2015 across more than 30 countries. 

1946
The company founded in 

Detroit, Michigan

> 30 countries
worldwide

number of Kelly employees 
(permanent and temporary) 

hired by our customers

106
Per day

We work with

> 90%
Of the FortuneTM 500 and 100

In Hong Kong, our 360 offerings encompass services from recruitment, consultancy to outsourcing.

KELLY RECRUITMENT Our expert insurance recruitment professionals know the local  market.  They take 
delight in helping candidates with their careers, placing the right talents for positions in companies and teams 
that make their clients’ business tick.    

KELLY CONSULTANCY Retained Executive & Niche Search I Management Assessment I Career Transition I 
Talent Mapping Study

KELLY OUTSOURCING Independent Contractor Solution I Recruitment Process Outsourcing I 
Business Process Outsourcing I Contingent Workforce Outsourcing

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Join us to make your workplace a delight, and contact our expert consultants:

A FORTUNE 500 

that dedicates to create delight in the 

INSURANCE WORKPLACE

NASDAQ

KELYA I KELYB

Daniel Li
Director of Insurance

2281-0063
daniel_li@kellyservices.com.hk

Cody Szeto
Director of Information Technology
2281-0008
cody_szeto@kellyservices.com.hk

Heidi Lee
Actuary & Investment Lead
2281-0042
heidi_lee@kellyservices.com.hk

Joanne Lee
Legal & Compliance Lead
2281-0039
joanne_lee@kellyservices.com.hk

Wincy Tang
Claims & Underwriting Lead (Life)
2281-0005 
wincy_tang@kellyservices.com.hk

Jamie Ng
Sales & Marketing Lead
2281-0029 
jamie_ng@kellyservices.com.hk



Get in touch with one of our team

We are the largest Actuarial search firm globally with over 40 consultants 
partnering with an international network of Insurers, Consultancies and 
Investment Management organisations. We have successfully guided 
the careers of board level directors and partners through to analysts. 

Our expertise encompasses contingency, retained and executive search 
solutions for both permanent and interim positions. 

 Life | Non-Life | Health | Reinsurance | Investments | Pensions | Cat Modelling

Hong Kong Market Opportunities

Head of Individual Life Medical 
Product Development - Hong Kong 
Up to HK$80,000 + Bonus
 
My client is a market leader in the health and 
protections space. You will lead a team in 
supporting the individual medical product 
development and design medical portfolio 
management strategies. Five years of health 
experience and an actuarial or statistics 
background is required.

Charmaine Wong

Regional Director - M&A - Hong Kong 
Up to HK$1.5M + Bonus

This is an unique opportunity where you would 
be focusing on M&A work, valuing distribution 
agreement and valuation of the company 
within the Asia Pacific Region. You must be a 
Qualified Actuary with strong communication 
skills and minimum 10 years of experience. 

Philip Chau

Regional Actuary, Special Projects - Hong Kong
Up to HK$1.5M+ Bonus

This is an excellent opportunity within the 
regional offices of one of the largest insurers. 
To accommodate their growth plans, they have 
added this senior headcount to lead projects 
across the region and will lead a team on 
business partner responsibilities for a few of 
the Asian business units.

Jason Strachan 

Regional Chief Actuary - Hong Kong 
Up to HK$2m + Bonus

I am searching on a confidential and exclusive 
basis, for one of the most senior positions in 
Hong Kong P&C Actuarial this year. My client 
are a global insurance powerhouse, looking 
for a technically strong, qualified Actuary, 
with experience in reserving and pricing, to 
manage their dynamic and talented P&C 
Actuarial team. 

Craig Lodge 

+852 5804 9186
jason.strachan@ojassociates.com

Jason Strachan
Managing Consultant

+852 5804 9041
charmaine.wong@ojassociates.com

Charmaine Wong
Consultant

+852 5804 9110
craig.lodge@ojassociates.com

Craig Lodge
Consultant

+852 5804 9042
toby.weston@ojassociates.com

Toby Weston
Associate Director

+852 5804 9265
sharon.yuen@ojassociates.com

Sharon Yuen
Resarcher

NETWORK PLACEMENTS CONSULTANTSCANDIDATES

77,000 1700 4124,000

www.ojassociates.com info@ojassociates.com @OJAssociatesHK oliver-james-associates

+852 5804 9287
philip.chau@ojassociates.com

Philip Chau
Manager

+852 5804 9048
hamza.mush@ojassociates.com

Hamza Mush
Manager

+852 5804 4094
daniel.kirk@ojassociates.com

Daniel Kirk
Consultant

Regional Actuary - Hong Kong 
Up to HK$1.4m + Bonus
  

My client is a leading P&C insurer in the Asian 
region, and they are seeking a qualified actuary 
with skills in both pricing and reserving, and 
the potential to move into the Chief Actuary 
position over the next 12-18 months. Unique 
opportunity for a top % actuary.

Toby Weston

Senior Regional Health Actuary - Hong Kong
Up to HK$1.5m + Bonus

A high-profile client of mine is seeking a 
senior health / medical actuary to join their 
global health products team and act as the 
focal point for their Asian health business 
providing both technical expertise and quality 
leadership across Asia plus global markets.  

Hamza Mush
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The Mandatory Provident Fund Schemes Authority (MPFA) has recently approved the revised Guidelines on 
Central Securities Depositories (Guidelines I.7). 
 
MPFA has included in the list of approved central securities depositories ("CSD"), one CSD in Qatar, three CSD in 
the United Arab Emirates, and three new CSD in Austria, Czech Republic and Greece to which the CSD functions 
of pre-existing approved CSD were transferred.  Annex A to Guidelines I.7 which contains a list of CSD approved 
by the Authority has been amended to reflect the above changes and other updates. 
 
Copies of the revised Guidelines can be downloaded from the MPFA’s website at www.mpfa.org.hk. 
 

Market  
 Update 

 

Date Event 
7 Nov 2016 ASHK Annual Dinner 

8 Nov 2016 ASHK Appointed Actuaries Symposium 

9 Nov 2016 IAA Fund Meeting, Gurgaon, India 

9-12 Nov 2016 20th AAC, Gurgaon (NCR), India 

16 Nov 2016 ASHK & Actuaries Institute Australia - Actuarial Career Round Table   
(Part of ASHK’s Young Actuaries’ Scheme and Actuaries Institute Australia’s 
Young Actuaries Program)  

18 Nov 2016 SOA APC, Hong Kong 

24 Nov 2016 ASHK Soft Skills Course Part I 

28 Nov 2016 SOA APC, Shanghai 

29 Nov 2016 ASHK Soft Skills Course Part II 

1-2 Dec 2016 ASHK IFRS Seminar, Hong Kong 

Dec 2016 ASHK Evening Talk 
Speaker: Alan Yip, JP Morgan 

12 Dec 2016 ASHK EGM and AGM 

13 Jan 2017 ASHK Asia Conference, Hong Kong 

10 May 2017 Actuaries Institute Australia Presidential Dinner,  
Hong Kong  

11-12 May 2017 IFoA Asia Conference, Hong Kong 
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Make time for these!  

http://www.mpfa.org.hk/
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Ms. Ka-Man Wong, ASHK President 
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Mr. Phil Joubert, EY 
 

Ms. Angelina Lai, HSBC Insurance and 
Mr. Roddy Anderson, MC 

 

Mr. Clement Bonnet, Milliman 

Mr. Thibault Antoine,  
SCOR Global Life Mr. Kin-Chung Chan,  

Joint Regional Seminar Organising 
Committee Member 
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Mr. Tommy Pichet, President of 
Society of Actuaries of Thailand 

Volume 3 / 2016  -  Others 

Mr. Yeoh Eng Hun, Vice President of 
Actuarial Society of Malaysia 

Mr. Kenneth Koh,  
SAS Asia Pacific Mr. Wilfred Wah,  

SAS Institute (HK) 
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Mr. Hugo Choi,  
Munich Re Japan Life Branch  

Volume 3 / 2016  -  Others 

The Chinese University of Hong Kong Session 

The University of Hong Kong Session 
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Special thanks to numerous ASHK members and Manulife’s HR personnel who volunteered to  
share their actuarial work experiences and career search skills with university students during the two sessions. 
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Ms. Ka-Man Wong,  
ASHK President 

Ms. Ada Lui 
Organising Committee 

Chairperson 

Mr. Colin Priest, 
DataRobot 

Mr. Vincent Tsang 
EY 

Ms. Karen Ko,  
EY 

Mr. Simon Phipps, 
KPMG 

Mr. Michael Chan, 
Coherent Capital 

Advisors 

Mr. David Piesse, 
Ultimate Risk Solutions 

Mr. Han Chen, 
Guy Carpenter 

Mr. David Menezes, 
Peak Re 

Mr. Frankie Chan, 
Ageas 

Mr. Simon Lee,  
AXA Asia 

Ms. Cecilia Chow,  
AXA Asia 

Mr. Thibault Imbert,  
AXA Asia 

Panel Discussion on  
“Is Asia Ready for Big Data and Automation?” 

(Mr. David Piesse, Mr. Ben Gaff, Mr. Colin Priest and Mr. Victor Kuk) 

Ms. Queenie Hui, ASHK Non-Life Committee Chairperson presenting trophies to sponsors: 

 Platinum and Booth Sponsor – Swiss Re 

 Gold Sponsors – Peak Re and SOA 

 Silver Sponsors – HFG and SKL 

 Booth Sponsor – CAS 
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Hui Yiu Shing AXA Fellow [FSA (2015)] 

Margaret Pin-chin Lung Swiss Re Fellow [FCAS (2012)] 

Ben Chin-Yau Siah Prudential Hong Kong  Fellow [FIA (2008)] 

Justin Hon-Wing Yam SCOR Fellow [FSA (2012)] 

Zhang Linggang Peak Re Fellow [FCAS (2011)] 

Kelvin Ka-Chun Chan AXA Student (SOA Student) 

Cheung Chi Chung AIA Student (SOA Student) 

Ding Xiqian AIA Student (SOA Student) 

Matthew Ka-Kit Fong AXA Student (SOA Student) 

Cecilia Si-Heng Gu  Munich Re Student (SOA Student) 

Eric Man-Lok Ho Partner Re Student (CAS and SOA Student) 

Anna Knezevic Conning Student (Actuaries Institute Australia Student) 

Daphne Yi-Wai Lee AXA Student (SOA Student) 

Jimmy Chun-Wai Liu AXA Student (SOA Student) 

Eric Wing-Kin Lo AIA Student (SOA Student) 

Tony Lok-Hin Shum AXA  Student (SOA Student) 

Jonathan Simmons Swiss Re Student (IFoA Student) 

Tai Yiu Chuen AXA Student (SOA Student) 

Terence Ho-Yeung Wong AIA Student (IFoA Student) 

Actuaries  

 
Scott Chow 
Dickson Choy 
Peter Fang 
Fabio Lau 
Lee Keet Ying 
Teresa Leung 
Andy Ng 
Abi Oyetunji 
Elvin Tharm 
Charlotte Yim 

on the move 
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Corporate Advertisement 
  

The ASHK will accept corporate advertisements in the ASHK Newsletter provided that the 
advertisements do not detract from the actuarial profession.  Acceptance and positioning of 
advertisement will be at the editor’s discretion.   
 
File Formats  
 

Advertisers have to supply the artworks which should be created in MS Word/PowerPoint/JPEG/
PDF formats. 
 
Advertising Rate  
 

                            One Off   Whole Year  
Full page (A4-size)  HK$6,000   HK$5,000@            
 
To advertise, please contact ASHK Office by  
Tel: (852) 2147 9420  or  e-mail: info@actuaries.org.hk 

  

Simon Lam 
  
 
Wilson Chan 
Rachel Chu 
Alex Mu 
Frank Zhang 

E-mail: slam@munichre.com 
 
  
E-mail: wilsonchan18@gmail.com 
E-mail: rachelchu@bluecross.com.hk 
E-mail: jianqun.mu@gmail.com 
E-mail: frank.zq.zhang@willistowerswatson.com 
 

Tracy Chan  Tel: (852) 2147 9419 
  E-mail: tracychan@actuaries.org.hk 
Sarah Hui  Tel: (852) 2147 9168 
  E-mail: sarahhui@actuaries.org.hk 
Patricia Kum Tel: (852) 2147 9418  
  E-mail: patkum@actuaries.org.hk 
Emily Lye Tel: (852) 2147 9420 
  E-mail: emilylye@actuaries.org.hk  
 

Assistant Editors 

Coordinators (ASHK Staff) Editor 

 CONTRIBUTIONS TO  

 

We welcome members’ contribution to the “Hong Kong Actuaries” Newsletter, especially, the Feature Articles and 
Knowledge Sharing sections.  If you have written any inspiring articles or have read any interesting articles from other 
actuarial organisation(s), please feel free to let us know.  We will try to reprint the article(s) in our newsletter to share 
with our members.  
   
For the above issues, please e-mail your articles or views to Simon Lam by email at slam@munichre.com or ASHK 
Office by email at info@actuaries.org.hk.  Publication of contributions will be at editor’s discretion. 
 
 

H o n g  K o n g  A c t u a r i e s  
A C T U A R I A L  S O C I E T Y  O F  H O N G  K O N G ’ S    

N e w s l e t t e r  

Communications Committee 


